Hospital comparisons based on mortality: revisiting the choice of postadmission timeframe and evaluating the contribution of cause-of-death data, France, 2009.
In-hospital mortality is widely used to judge the quality of hospital care, but is biased by discharge patterns. Fixed-timeframe indicators have thus been recommended. However, the 30-day postadmission indicator may underestimate hospital-wide mortality, as patients dying in hospital >30 days after admission are considered as survivors. To identify the most relevant timeframes and to assess the contribution of cause-of-death data. The 2009 French hospital discharge database was linked to vital status records and to the causes of death register for 11.5 million hospital stays by beneficiaries of French general health insurance. Correlations and agreements between the 30-day hospital standardized mortality ratio (HSMR) and the in-hospital, 60-, 90-, 180-, and 365-day postadmission HSMRs were estimated. A total of 7.8%, 1.5%, and 0.5% of patients who died during their hospital stay were considered as survivors by the 30-, 60-, and 90-day HSMRs, respectively. The 30-day HSMR correlated strongly with the 60-day HSMR (Pearson coefficient=0.92), and their agreement on outlier status was excellent (κ coefficient=0.80). The association remained substantial at 90 days, but weakened at 180 days and even more so at 365 days. Regardless of the timeframe, exclusion of deaths likely due to independent causes barely modified the indicators. This nationwide study shows that 60- and 90-day HSMRs encompass in-hospital deaths better than the 30-day HSMR, while capturing the same interhospital variations. They should thus be preferred. The contribution of cause-of-death data to hospital-wide indicators seems negligible.